. The detailed information of brain samples that used for ASE study. It contains sample ID, brain ID, region, diagnosis, detailed diagnosis, primary cause of death, secondary cause of death, age, sex, RIN, PMI, brain bass, brain bank, sequence batch, SNP annotation, ancestry, AT dropout from Picard, and GC dropout from Picard. Supplementary table 2. Results of ASE for BA9, BA41, vermis, and cortex. For each tissue, the table contains SNP information, the output of linear mixed model, and gene information. SNP information contains chromosome, location, reference allele, alternative allele, and SNP ID. For the output of linear mixed model, beta value, standard error (SE), p-values are provided for allele, age, sex, sequencing batch, RIN, brain bank (bank), and ancestry (ethnicity). Gene info provides SNP location at all known transcripts which contains ENSG, HGNC, biotype, ENST,
and exon/intron number or promoter location. There are also the gene lists showing ASE (EMSG and HGNC genes) . The sample size of BA9, BA41, vermis, and cortex were 67, 64, 64, and 131, respectively. Supplementary table 3 . Results of ASE for BA9, BA41, vermis, and cortex in control and idiopathic ASD. For each group, the table contains SNP information, the output of linear mixed model, and gene information as described at Supplementary table 2. The ASE gene lists are also provided. The sample size of BA9, BA41, vermis, and cortex in control were 37, 32, 32, and 69, respectively. In idiopathic ASD, they were 30, 32, 32, and 62, respectively. Supplementary table 4 . Additional data of ASE GO analyses in cortex. REViGO 49 generated the p-values and other results from the GO analysis. The table contains its raw GO analysis data for common ASE genes between control and idiopathic ASD groups for above interactive graph of Fig. 3d , control-specific ASE genes (Supplementary Fig. 3c) , and idiopathic ASD-specific ASE genes (Supplementary Fig. 3d) . 
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